SEPTEMBER 4, 2014
Hello dear reader, and welcome (back) to Skidmore College. Critically acclaimed by the Princeton Review as the biggest pothead
school and the 13th worst in terms of socio-economic diversity!
Which explains our schools motto, espresso venti Esperanto weedicus, which translates as “A great place to pass a joint, to a fellow
rich white person.”
But our school is praised for more than just the ready availability of marijuana and people with flat asses. The Princeton Review’s
student-based surveys also found we have among the best dining halls in the country. Which just goes to show: at Skidmore, we know
how to make the organic vegetarian food that wealthy whites have grown accustomed to after years of private schooling. So welcome
to Skidmore, where the people are like the joints: white with lots of green.
-The Skidmo’ Editorial Board

Facebook Pride Stickers: The Voice of a Movement
By DANNY PRAVDER
Social media is a potent ers categories, Facebook has quiet. Facebook’s Outreach
and effective tool in the LGBT shown the world they a re not Coordinator Martha Silvant
battle for civil rights. Websites, going to sit back and remain told Skidmo’ Daily report
such as Tumblr and Twitter,
have become important mediums through which Americans
spread ideas and raise grassroots support about LGBT issues. However, Facebook has
become the greatest beacon
of light in this struggle. With
the addition of a “Pride” stick-

ers in a recent interview, “We
are going to make sure the
LGBT voice can be heard loud
and clear with every Facebook
message,” whether it be a figure that closely resembles Mr.
Slave from South Park or a
Disco-da ncing diva wear ing
snow boots and yoga pants,
Facebook ensures that animations of gay men and women
will be used to express yourself with your friends online.

Skidmore to be Sued by British Ministry of Defense for Repeated Use of “Keep Calm” Propaganda
By GEORGE LUBITZ
WHITEWALL, LONDON – A
cease and desist letter from the
UK Ministry of Defense office
arrived at the office of Skidmore
Vice President for Club Affairs,
Addison Bennett, this week.
Signed by the ministry’s Permanent Secretary Jon Thompson, the letter read: “The Royal
Ministry has recently discovered that Skidmore College
has plastered its facility walls
with altered depictions of
our World War II era posters.
Mr. Thompson explained
that the “Keep Calm and Carry On” placards, purposed as
public calming agents to ameliorate social unease caused
by the threat of axis bombing, “are very serious and
important
representatives
of our nation’s history and
should not be used to advertise your school’s so-called
Wafflefests and Chess Club.”
When reached for comment,
Mr. Bennett responded to the

letter saying, “I don’t know sive,” he said with a smirk and a but is willing to offer a comprowhat he’s talking about, but I do turn to a non-present camera. mise to the English ministry.
“In exchange for the adoption of these powerful and
clever motivational signs,
Skidmore College will allow
the English Defense Ministry
to use our signature pun of
most other college advertisements,” said President Glotzbach in a recent press hearing.
The ‘signature pun’ the President was referring to is the insert of the words ‘skid’ or ‘more’
whenever possible to the titles
of various on-campus events
and clubs (i.e. Beatlemore Skidmania, Morebid, Skidomedy).
Rachel
Flammey,
the
school’s authority on pun usage, believes the pushback
from the school is a noble effort, noting that “The people stand up for royalty. The
queen sits down for royal tea.”
Mr. Thompson could not be
know that he should just keep
The college itself is refusing to reached for a response at the
calm and stop being so defen- take down any of the banners, time this article went to press.

To Supplement Weed Funding, Students Turn to Airbnb as Dorm Room Hosts
By MADDY SANTOS
The Princeton Review’s recently ranked Skidmore College as the number one “Refer Madness” school as part
of their 2015 poll. While the
reporter had originally confused this to mean that Skidmore students were large fans
of Louis J. Gasnier films, the
ranking actually reveals that
a large amount of Marijuana are consumed on campus.
“But at what cost??” echoes
Officer Chuckman in the back
of my mind. Of course, Mary
Jane ain’t a cheap date. Students find their habits costing them quite a bit of cash.
To fund their addiction, students have turned to Airbnb,
an online website (found on
the world wide web) where

users can open up their unused guest rooms within their
homes, and sublet to those
looking for a place to stay
(for both short term and long
term rental). With this, listers
(Airbnb uses the term hosts)
can turn a profit and ultimately become what the site likes
to call ‘microentrepreneurs’.
The crazed minds of regular
Ralph Wiley’s among the Skidmore community have started
logging onto Airbnb to let people rent out dorm room space
in exchange for money. Money likely to be spent on drugs!
“Yeah, I let this dude stay in
my closet for a hundred bucks
a month,” says Sophomore
James Kapoor, who is also
an avid injector of the pot.

“What? No…I need the cash
for school books, man.” James
tried to convince me that he
was not spending the Airbnb
profits on getting high with his
friends, but I could see right
through his lies, even with that
big cloud of AirBnBlunt smoke.
Local heroes like Campus
Safety officer Martha Briggs
say they have started to crack
down on the apparent correlation by posing as vagabond hippies looking for ‘hip
campuses with a lot of grass
and hash to puff puff pass.’
AirBnB founder Brian Chesky said in an interview with
Skidmo Daily that ‘the best
type of host/guest relationships are based on common
interests.’ Thus, Campus Safe-

Existential Angst Course of Study Expanded to Major
By SILAS PHIPPS-COSTIN, Layout Editor and King of Page 2
The Existential Angst course
of study is being expanded
from a Minor to a Major, so
students can now devote their
entire college career to figuring out what to devote their
college career to. “We hope
that this major will appeal to
students who haven’t yet decided how to quell the screaming void of purposelessness
that haunts their every action
and inaction,” said Dean of Academic Affairs Beau Breslin.
The minor was a popular
among business majors struggling with their increasing
disillusionment with the free
market, as well as artists studying “what the hell art is, if Pol-

lock can throw up on a canvas
and be called a genius, but my
found objects sculpture representing the military industrial
patriarchy only got a C.” Junior
Johnny O’Hara, a Psychology
major, Existential Angst minor commented, “My courses
simply weren’t balanced – I
spent far too much time learning how people cope with the
struggles of human life, and
not nearly enough contemplating the meaninglessness
of it all - I’m now planning to
switch over to an Angst major,
so I can work on feeling cosmically cheated all the time.”
As part of the academic restructuring, the entire Philos-

ophy department as well as a
number of English Literature
courses will now fall under
the new department. “We may
have to eliminate a few classes
on Logic in order to keep the
focus on Nihilism, in keeping with the Major’s core emphasis on Being Angry at the
World,” announced Philosophy Professor Josh Chacko
The new major also includes
a capstone project devoted to
expanding one’s own sense of
powerlessness and resentment.
Pioneer projects include, “Listening to Bright Eyes and Crying” and “Just Smoking Weed
All Day So I Don’t Have to
Deal with Being an Adult”.

President Glotzbach Goes Through Midlife Crisis: Starts Signing Emails “Pg”
By WYATT HACKETT
Several notable changes are
occurring on Skidmore’s campus this fall. Most controversial is the campus-wide smoking ban. However, most bizarre
is President Glotzbach’s new
email signature, “Pg”. Sources
claim that this is the result of
a midlife crisis he underwent
during summer break in which
he sought to recapture his
youth and come across as more
hip to his young student body.
Apparently, after all the students left campus last May,
President Glotzbach became
rather bored and lonely. A

source close to the President
claims that in order to fill this
void, he began to “partake in
activities usually thought to
be for younger people”. These
activities allegedly include
wake boarding, cliff jumping,
and attending rave-concerts.
The source went on to elaborate that even though physically the President had trouble keeping up with his new
lifestyle, mentally he seemed
to embrace it whole-heartedly.
Other changes to the President’s persona weren’t as
drastic as his new daredev-

il endeavors but are equally
as disturbing. Glotzbach revamped his wardrobe to include tighter fitting pants, horn
rimmed glasses, and vintage
Goodwill sweaters. An unidentified source in the President’s
inner circle informed this reporter that Glotzbach is also
now regularly Instagramming
pictures of his meals. These
photographs reveal that he has
ditched his once favorite chardonnay for PBR in an effort
to feel more like his students.

ty has conducted many AOD
write-ups with their plantings (no pun intended, you
child) of fake guests looking
for dorm rooms to stay in.
“As well as a hippie character, we
also employ the very Dorothy
Short [who played Mary Lane
in the critically acclaimed film
Reefer Madness] to infiltrate
the dorms of cannabis crackheads and lay down the cuffs!”
Although this tactic has
proven to be very successful, doobie production stays
on the rise at Skidmore, what
without the helpful hand
of The Princeton Review.
School staff has made a promise to get rid of all the joints and
Ls, and are determined to do so.

11 Things Skidmore
Students Hate Hearing
By GEORGE LUBITZ

1.“What classes are you
taking?”
2. “Are you a Freshman?”
3. Screeching chalk on the
board
4. The sound of gunfire
5. “George, your mother and
I are getting a divorce.”
6. “Open up, it’s CamPo”
7. That scene from “Saving
Private Ryan” over in the next
room
8. Water cooler work banter
9. “Do you know how to get
to Carnegie Hall?”
10. The Sound of Music
11. The soft pitter-patter of
a squirrel’s feet in the dead of
night.
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Psychedelic adventurer and self-proclaimed “spiritualist” still an ass when he’s not tripping
By JOHNNY O’HARA, Editor-in-Nothing
The weather is finally beginning to warm and it’s not
quite time for exams yet.
You know what that means:
the time is ripe to get outside and trip your tits off.
The stigma against drug use
of any kind is still pervasive,
but an increasing number of
us are beginning to point to
psychedelic compounds as
uniquely potent tools for psychological growth and spiritual awakening. Chief among
the advocates for psychedelic
drugs is Casper Cocomo, who
claims tripping has, “opened
my eyes to a depth of spirituality and understanding I would
have never dreamed possible.”
Casper claims he first experienced “the mystical oneness of
all things” with just his second
mushroom trip out in Northwoods, during which time he
was apparently a walking bea-

con of love and compassion.
According to his friends, however, his internal awakenings
have failed to carry over into
his everyday life, with Casper
usually returning to his default
state of “kind of an ass” within
just hours of his comedowns.
Ben, Casper’s friend and fellow psychonaut told me that
Casper, “Was really a sight to
behold during his first psychedelic breakthrough. He
produced a beaming, genuine smile whenever we encountered strangers.
He
hugged trees and skipped in
the breeze. He cried for two
straight hours when I tortured
an ant with a magnifying glass,
claiming he felt I’d harmed
our “divine kin of the cosmos.”
“But I knew the transformation hadn’t lasted when
we ordered Chinese food the
next day. It took about thirty

minutes to arrive—the usual time, I think—but Casper
started getting really cranky
and impatient. He called the
restaurant to tell them they’d
lose a valuable customer if
they didn’t “hurry the fuck
up,” and then tipped just 10%
once the food arrived. I asked
him if the staff at the Chinese restaurant weren’t ‘divine
kin’ as well, to which he replied, ‘Not now. I’m hungry.’”
While Casper invariably returns to his state of radical
acceptance and unconditional kindness whenever under
the influence of a substance
like Psilocybin or LSD, he has
still yet to kick his nasty recurring habits of cutting in
line, not recycling, and farting
in cars with the windows up.
Ben went on to describe
how, “The difference between
a tripping Casper and a sober

Casper can be night and day.
By day, he’s rattling on about
how separateness is an illusion; by night he’s telling me
I should ‘buy my own damn
Doritos’ when I ask him to
share even, though he has six
bags of his own. By day, he
tells me he wants to call up everyone he knows and tell them
how much he loves them, by
night he’s on the phone being bratty with his parents.”
Ben says that he and Casper
seriously considered taking
up a regular practice of yoga
and meditation to incorporate
their insights into their daily lives, but that so far they’ve
decided to just rip bong and
play video games instead.
About this lifestyle, Ben said,
“There’s nothing enlightening about it, but we have a
pretty good time anyway.”

inviting you to dinners only
reserved for students with the
single faculty member of color
and to meetings where you
can complain about the white
man bringing you down with
your fellow melanin blessed
classmates. We are sure you
will find these exclusive events
illuminating.
Before I forget, let me formally invite you to Skidmores
Discovery Tour! This annual
week long event during March
is reserved only for prospective students of color.
If you attend, you and fellow
students of color will be given
the full Skidmore experience,
filled with tours, class audits,
meals at our phenomenal
dining hall and a stay in our
fantastic, homogenous residence halls. Since you will be
meeting some of your future

classmates, all of which as you
know will be students of color,
you totally won’t feel inclined
to only befriend students of
color on your time at Skidmore. On your first day of
freshman year, when everyone
is feeling awkward because
they don’t know a single person, you definitely won’t gravitate towards the people you
met at the Discovery Tour,
setting you up to only have
friends of color for the rest of
your time at Skidmore.
Speaking of feeling uncomfortable in your own skin,
Skidmore has a fantastic work
study program designed to
help students who receive financial aid earn a little spending money. Lets face it, if you
have some color to your skin
you probably have some emptiness to your wallet too. You

will have the opportunity to
help serve food to the students
whose parents just so happen
to make enough money so
their kids don’t have to work
at Skidmore. Skidmore truly is
the best at creating a fair environment, because surely those
who grew up in the lower
classes need to be taught the
value of an honest days work.
In closing, we at Skidmore
would be proud to welcome
you into our family and affirm
our action as we strive to become a more diverse campus.
Are we doing a good job? You
decide.

Skidmore & Diversity
By DARREN WILSON

Dear New Student of Color,
First off, I’d like to congratulate you on your acceptance
into Skidmore College Class
of 2018. You clearly made a
good impression on the admissions staff and I’m sure
they appreciated your hue. My
name is Darren Wilson Class
of 2016 and I too am a person
of color. I work as a student of
color ambassador at Skidmore
and I’m writing this letter to
enlighten you on the many
amenities Skidmore offers us
non-fair skinned students.
As you indicated that you
were a person of color on your
application, we have taken the
liberty of adding you to the
Office of Student Diversity
Programs emailing list. Once
a week or so, the OSDP will
cordially flood your student
email with letters and flyers,

BURN AFTER READING

Sincerly,
Darren Wilson
Class of 2016

